Abstract: This application note presents simple design modifications that will allow the DS2726 Li+ protector to withstand negative voltages and protect the battery during a reverse charger event.

Introduction

A reverse charger connection can defeat the DS2726 Li+ protector circuit. Certain device pins are sensitive to negative voltages and will cause the IC to behave erratically. The DS2726's high-side p-channel FETs will turn off, but some pins on the DS2726 cannot withstand the resulting negative voltages. The article will discuss both adding Schottky diodes to clamp the voltage on these pins, and increasing the resistance on these pins to limit the current/power dissipation. These simple design modifications will allow the DS2726 to survive a reverse charger event.

Design Modifications

Refer to the schematic in Figure 1 for all component references.

Protect the PKP Pin

PKP is the pin most exposed to the reverse charger's voltage. The typical application circuit already has a Schottky diode on this pin to prevent inductive kicks, caused by overcurrent events, from pulling the pin below ground. The only modification required is to increase the resistance on PKP, thus limiting the current through the Schottky diode.

A ten-cell stack will use a 42V charger.
A 60V Schottky will have a Vf = 0.45.
The voltage drop across RPKP is \(-42V - (-0.45V) = -41.55V\)
Assume that a 250mW resistor is used:

\[
250mW = (-41.55V)^2/R_{PKP}
\]
\[
R_{PKP} = 6.905k\Omega
\]

Use a Varistor to Protect the CC FET

The next pin that will be exposed to the negative charge voltage is CC. Under normal operation CC will drive the charge-control FET’s gate to the voltage on the PKP pin to turn off the FET. CC will drive ~10V below PKP to turn the FET on. Since PKP will be clamped at ~0.45V, CC cannot turn the charge FET on. The charge-control FET is, moreover, only rated to a ±20V gate-to-source voltage. Therefore, if the varistor, V2, ties the charge-control FET’s gate to source, this will protect the CC FET from being damaged. Without V2 the gate-to-source voltage would be ~42V, which exceeds the FET’s rating.
The varistor will turn on at 16V, clamping the gate-to-source voltage. The gate voltage of the CC FET will be \(-42\text{V} + 16\text{V} = -26\text{V}\). The voltage drop across the resistor on CC will be \(-26\text{V} - (-0.45\text{V}) = -25.55\text{V}\). Assume that a 250mW resistor is used:

\[
250\text{mW} = (-25.55\text{V})^2/R_{CC}
\]

\[
R_{CC} = 1.857\text{k}\Omega
\]

The larger resistances on CC and PKP will cause the turn-on/turn-off time of the charge-control FET to increase. This will, in turn, cause the FET to be in the linear region for a longer period of time during turn-on. This condition should not, however, be a problem because the current is limited by the charger.

**Clamp the SNS Pin**

Even though the CC FET is off, its body diode will be on due to the negative voltage on PK+. This condition will put a negative voltage on SNS. Consequently, SNS is the last pin that needs to be clamped with a Schottky diode.

The voltage at the common drains of the protection FETs will be \(-42\text{V} + 0.6\text{V} = -41.4\text{V}\). The voltage on SNS will be clamped at \(-0.45\text{V}\). The voltage drop across the SNS resistor is \(-41.4\text{V} - (-0.45\text{V}) = -39.95\text{V}\). Assume that a 250mW resistor is used:

\[
250\text{mW} = (-39.95\text{V})^2/R_{CC}
\]

\[
R_{CC} = 6.384\text{k}\Omega
\]

The comparator on the SNS pin will draw \(\sim 1\mu\text{A}\):

\[
1\mu\text{A} \times 6.384\text{k}\Omega = 6.384\text{mV}
\]

This will introduce an error of \(\sim 6.4\text{mV}\) in the overcurrent trip points. If a higher-wattage resistor is used, then the resistor’s value can be reduced which, in turn, will decrease this error.

**Note**: The time constant of the RC filter on SNS will change with the increased resistance. Consequently, the capacitor’s value should be changed to maintain a similar time constant with the new resistor value. The time constant on SNS should match the time constant on RDOC and RSC. If the time constants on these pins do not match, then additional error will be introduced in the overcurrent trip point.
Summary

The DS2726 Li+ battery protector can be modified to protect the batteries if a charger is connected in reverse. There are some design tradeoffs to consider, but none of them are critical to the overall operation of the protector. The calculations in this application note assume the power rating of the resistors to be 250mW. Using higher power resistors will allow the use of smaller resistance values. Smaller resistance values will reduce both the offset error in the overcurrent threshold and the delay seen in CC turn-on/turn-off times. Caution must still be taken to ensure that the constant-current limit of the Schottky diodes is not exceeded.

Related Parts

| DS2726 | 5-Cell to 10-Cell Li+ Protector with Cell Balancing |
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